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 Featuring favourite hair and makeup tricks of the wonder industry as well as beauty inspiration from the fashion-
obsessed streets of London, Make Me Up is essential reading for all ladies with a like of hair and make-up.Make Me Up
features step-by-step makeup, hair and nail tutorials that are edgy, stylish and fun - learn to ideal liquid eyeliner flicks,
develop a smoky eye and apply lipstick that won't budge. Lou begins with the basics and shares essential guidance,
including choosing moisturisers and foundations, how to shape the perfect brow and apply false eyelashes, and what she
classes as beauty handbag essentials. The hair section will have you dip-dying, clipping in extensions and toning your
tresses over your bathrooms sink to attain the hottest hair tendencies of as soon as.In Make Me Up, rock and roll hair
and makeup artist Lou Teasdale shows you how to style up your look from home.
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Crafty :D Certainly loved this purchased. Have got tried some of the tricks and glams inside. Great publication for gifts
Five Stars good book! quite delighted at the materials covered, definitely appropriate for budding nakeup fans. Great
teen book I bought this reserve for my 15 & 17 year older daughters. Sequel coming soon?. They loved it. I cherished it!
Super helpful, an easy task to follow and super stylish So many amazing looks and styles to try Therefore many amazing
looks and designs to try. obsessed with her & her look) this is a fantastic buy!!! It includes a variety of styles to suit
differing people and she titles her preferred brands as well as the sector preferred brands!! That is my bible and I am in
love with it. It is possible to learn so much about items that you might not need even known were also possible! Fun
book! I love DIY beauty and discovered this reserve inspiring. AMAZING XX LOVE LOVE LOVE Greatest PURCHASE IVE
MANUFACTURED IN QUITE A LONG TIME :) xx . They follow Lou Teasdale on social media and have already imitated most
of the appears in this publication..! Really hopes she writes a sequel! It's little tips If you are a fan of Lou Teasdale (i'm
mildly obsessed with her & her appear) this is an excellent buy! It's little guidelines, tricks, and secrets most of us
wondered about how to rock that amazing girl look. It's very DIY beauty and hair, which I love because that's been my
approach. If you want strage stuff you'll be amazed I just love it and Its awesome ,i liked each and every look on this
book! Hoping she'll put out another one day! Great reserve for college-aged girls Great publication for college-aged
women. lou is my all the time favorite Five Stars this book is so cute and i really like the layout- it feels like you're
reading a scrapbook. Pretty book to maintain around and open up for ideas. Love it! Bought this publication because I've
always liked Lou's style and it's actually so excellent, only point I'm sad is there's nothing I can do with the locks DIY
as I've a massive forehead and the looks don't look mainly because cute on someone want me, but everything is
amazing and I can give this reserve a solid 10/10.
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